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PRIME MINISTER •

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Manifesto

for the European elections, which I thought it would be

helpful for you to see at an early stage. Discussions

with relevant Ministers are under way and much further

redrafting will be required, but you may wish to let me

have your initial reactions to the overall approach in

this draft.

We are all aware that domestic as well as European

issues will feature in these elections and our planning

and preparations must take that into account. The

Manifesto will need to set out our policies in a

framework of Conservative principles applying at home

as well as in Europe. But so far as specific policy

proposals are concerned, it confines itself to Community-

related issues.

GEOFFREY HOWE "1//1'N' •

Foreign and Commonwealth Office

9 March 1984
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-The Conservative Conmitment

These elections are about who can best represent your

interests in the European Community.

Five years ago, in the first European elections, we called

for an end to the confused and half-hearted approach to

the Community which was the best a deeply-divided Labour Party

could offer.

This approach was doing immense damage to British intfrrests.

Not only had it failed to secure any of the reforms we wanted

to see, it had hardened our Community partners' attibldes to

such an extent that any prospect of reform had receded still 10

further into the future. More seriously still, the attitude of

the Labour Government was weakening the Community`s atternpts to

get to grips with unemployment, energy shortages and the

deteriorating world economic situation.

In both the general election and the European elections of

1979, the Conservatives:won a massive victory. We argued then 15

that by being more committed to the Community - and more

concerned with what we could contribute, not just with what we

could get out of it - we could secure both a better deal for

Britainand a Community better equipped to meet the volitical and

economic challenges of the 1980s. 20
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This was the spirit in which the new Conservative GovernmeiTt,

backed by strong Conservative representation in the Eurcylri

Parliament, got down to work: first, to mend our relations

with the other Member States; second, to assert the major

role which we felt that Britain should be playing in the 25

Community; third, to win agreement on a number of kev reforms;

and fourth, to shape the policies of the Community in ways

which would help it to fulfil the original Treaty objectives of

maintaining peace and prosperity in Europe, at a tine when

both were seriously threai-ened. 30

Our double victory in 1979 was greeted with wides=read

relief in the rest of the Community. Had Labour won, they

would certainly have attempted to put into effect their ruinous

policy of leaving the Community, thus doing still further

damage to employment, to our international reputation, and  to the 35

climate of political and economic stability which British industry,

in particular, so desperately needed.

By contrast, the Conservatives were soon able to dispel any

doubts about our determination to remain in the Cturculitty. Once

again, BritiSh Ministers were listened to with respect by our 40

Community partners, and in a series of speedhes by the Prime Minist=,

the Foreign Secretary and others, -our 'positive appToach' was

set out across every field of Ca,,.,,anity activity.
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The greater degree of cii'allent was matched by greater

consistency. In 1979, we said 'Conservatives here at hcrila, 45

in Government and Parliament, and in Europe will be part

of the same team'. Conservative Ministers in the Council

have gained authority not only from the strong Conservative

majority in the House of Commons - a majority still further

increased in June 1983 - but from the very strong 50

Conservative representation amongst British Members of the

European Parliament. Conservative Members have spokm up on

behalf of the reforms and new policies the Community reeds,

utereac the Labour MeMbers have been representative cif

nothing but the narrowly,sectPrian interestssti.11 at  odds 55

within the Labour Party itself.

Now, in the second round of EUropean elections on  14th  June  1984,

Conservatives are seeking a fresh endorsement of their poli_cies

on behalf of Britain's interests in the Community,. and  fresh

60backing for the British Government in the foult of a  strong

Conservative team in tne European Parliament.
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PART II: A COMMUNITY WITH A WORLD ROLE

1. A Force for Democracy and Stability

The European Community has a key role to play in

maintaining world peace, promoting the principles of

democracy and liberty, and advancing the economic

and trading interests of its members. Conservatives

believe that Community membership increases the 5

influence of the United Kingdom and strengthens our

capacity to direct our own destiny in the world at

large.

The need for an independent and concerted

European voice has been repeatedly demonstrated 10

during recent years. Individual European states are

today less able to influence the policies of the

other major powers on matters of foreign policv,

economic policy or trade than the Ten can do working

together.
15

We recognize the importance of preserving and

strengthening our friendship with our major ally,

the United States, which has contributed so much to

secure liberty and prosperity in Europe in the

aftermath of Thrid War II. share the objectives 20

of maintaining peace and protecting our freedoms.

But we also recognize that specific US and European

interests are not always identical. We believe that
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a stronger and more united Europe is in the

interests of the Western Alliance as a wilole. 25

The Community is theworld's largest trading

block. It has numerous trading agreements with

developed and developing countries. Its

potential influence in the world is therefore

very great. 30

2. Im roving Political Co-operation

The Conservative Government and Conservatfves

in the Eurobean Parliament have played a leading

role in strengthening co-operation among the Ten

on foreign policy matters. The London Report, 35

which improved the machinery, widened the

scope and strengthened the commitment of cTur

member states to Political Co-operation, was

agreed under the British Presidency in October

1981. And the Ten recently agreed on a set of 40

British proposals for strengthened co-operation

among Community Embassies around the world.

There is still much to be done if the Ten

are to exert the influence which should be

theirs. We will work to build on the -15

foundations laid by the London Report,

especially as regards the commitment to consult

before taking national decisions of importance

to the Ten as a whole. We will seek to ensure
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that the economy, flexibility and lack of 50

bureaucracy which characterize the

activities of Political Co-operation are

maintained.

We take the view that NATO is the right

forum for co-ordination on matters concerning 55

Western defence. But we would also like -Lo

see even greater co-operation among Europeans

on matters of defence and security. We

welcomed those passages of the London Repozprt

and the Solemn Declaration on European UnfLon 60

which extended the scope of Political

Co-operation to include discussion of political

and economic aspects of security. Closer

co-operation in arms procurement policy is

also in Britain's interest and in Europe's, 65

and can provide a stimulus to European industrial

development.

3. Enlargement 


Enlargement of the Community to include Spain

and Portugal will strengthen democracy and 70

security in Western Europe by bringing these

new democracies into th6 mainstream of

European political and economic affairs. We wish

to see the negotiations brought to a conclusion

as soon as possible, so that the desire of both 75
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countries to accede on 1 January 1986 can be

met.

4. A Tradin Communit

The trading strength of the Ten combined

is unrivalled, with a share of world trade half 80

as large again as that of the United States and

nearly one-quarter of the gross world product.

The Community therefore has both great

influence and great responsibility in trade.

We believe it should use its strength to 85

maintain and extend the open world trading

system, which has produced the largest increase

in trade and wealth in history. We reject the

protectionist policies of the Labour Party as

bad for our successful industries, bad for 90

consumers and bad for Britain as a nation which

depends on trade. We will work to-ensure that

the Community resists the temptation to solve iTS

internal problems by adopting protectionist

measures. The Community should speak with a 95

collective voice,both in defence of its interests

where necessary and in tackling the problems of

protectionism and indebtedness.
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Conservatives therefore support:

The implementation of the work programme 100

agreed at the GATT (General Agreement on

Trade and Tariffs) ministerial meeting, in

particular the opening up of markets of

newly industrialized countries to other

developing as well as developed countries, 105

and liberalization of trade in services.

A full and constructive Community role

in the GATT Committees on Trade and

Agriculture, so that Community policies

on agricultural trade do not add to 110

trading tensions.

Action to ensure that Japan opens up more

rapidly to imports and investment and

moves away from the persistent

accumulation of large current account 115

surpluses.

Measures to deal effectively with unfair

practices by other countries and to

provide breathing space for Community

industries in transition. Conservatives 120

in the European Parliament have taken a

leading role in strengthening the anti—

dumping unit of the Commission through

more speedy procedures and improved resources.
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Action to resolve trading tensions with 125

the United States, notably on steel,

agriculture and trade with the Soviet

bloc, in a manner which defends our

legitimate interests and is fair to both

sides. 130

A Community approach to the protectionist

shipping policies of state trading

countries and some developing countries.

Action to promote greater exchange rate

stability and economic co-ordination as 135

agreed at Williamsburg. We recognize that

heavy fluctuations in major currencies

increase protectionist pressures, and

need to be reduced.

5. Helping the Third World to Help Itself 140

Trade and aid with less developed counta-ies

should be designed to meet humanitarian needs,

to stimulate self-reliance and to further our

trading and political interests.

The European Community and its Member States 145

provide more than a third of all aid given by

developed countries to the developing world

and almost half of the total aid to the least

developed countries. The Lome Convention, now
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being renegotiated, provides 63 African, 150

Caribbean and Pacific states (34 of them

Commonwealth members) with the most

comprehensive trade and aid arrangements

between the developed and developing worlds.

In addition, the Community programme of 155

financial and technical aid for Non-

Associated States (including the Indian

sub-continent) has been growing steadily.

Developing countries also benefit from

the Community's Generalized Preferences 160

Scheme. Resources have to be limited, but

we will work to maintain an open trading

environment, to eliminate waste and to

promote private investment indeveloping

countries. We believe that we can use our 165

long experience in overseas development to

help bring about a real increase in

effectiveness in the use of aid.,

We also want to see our own industry and

commerce increasingly able to take advantage 170

of the opportunities offered by the Community's

aid programme. We will build on the progress

we have already achieved in improving the

quality of Community aid so that it contributes

to self-reliance in food production. In 175

particular we believe that food aid, though it
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can still play an important role, should not

be used as an outlet for the disposal of

Community surpluses.
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III RECOVERY IN EUROPE DRAFT 1/REV III

Redoubling our efforts to relaunch and revive

Europe has now become essential. Our countries

are far more closely linked and dependent on one

another than they have ever been. So we each have

a vital interest in our collective success. 5

Conservatives alone have the policies, the

authority and the commitment to the Comnunity

which the task of securing recovery calls for.

We are firmly committed to setting industry

free in a real Common Market with much 10

greater freedom of trade in goods and

services.

Our policies for the control of sta-te

spending and borrowing, lower taxes and

reviving enterprise have reduced inflation, 15

restored confidence and are enabling us

to lead the Community out of recessl_on.

Regardless of party or ideology, our.

partners are following similar policies

with positive results. 20

We recognise the urgent need to sustain

and encourage employment by making our

industry more competitive.

We stand by the Community's policies to

help relieve the economic costs and social 25

pains of change.
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* Conservatives have put forward specific and

practical proposals.

* We look at Community policies on their

merits. We support Community action when it 30

is clear that it will be more effective than

national action alone.

Our policies for recovery in Europe are

different from those of our opponents who

seek to repeat on a European scale 3 5

the same policies which have failed

at national level;

would destroy jobs across Europe-

through massive state intervention,

wasteful subsidies, planning and 40

controls:

make empty promises rather than put

forward specific proposals._

Internal Market

The most important step which the Community can take

towards growth and recovery involves no budgetary cost 45

at all. It is to make a reality of what is still a

far from Common Market. ThdUgh trade barriers have gone,

too many other obstacles remain,as the lorry drivers

protest in Franch has vividly illustrated. Their
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removal will boost competitivity, reduce the 50

costs on industry, and provide better prospects

for employment.

We attach the highest priority to achieving

a Community-wide market where those with goods

and services to sell can do so with a minimum 55

of restrictions and burdens imposed on them by

national protectionist measures.

In particular we shall seek to:

eliminate delays and bureaucracy at

frontiers within the Community which 60

are alone estimated to add [£71 billion

a year to costs andthus to prices;

make public purchasing more open and

competitive. It is estimated that

present restrictions could cost the 65

European consumer and taxpayer as much

as £30 billion a year - nearly-twice

what we spend on the NHS;

create a common market for financial

and other services. At present the 70

Community only accounts for 3% of the

business of the London insurance market,

while taking over 40% of our exports in

goods. We shall seek to ensure that

our insurance, banking and housing 75

finance services have a better opportunity
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to exploit a Community-wide market;

build on existing progress towards

mutual recognition of professional

qualifications; 80

agree a definite and detailed

programme for removal of non-tariff

barriers to trade, including a time-

table for their removal.

support the harmonization of VAT and

excise duties where the divergences

between countries are a significant

barrier to British producers and

consumers as much as to any.

These changes will help businesses. But they 90

will also help the individual as consumer, as

traveller, as an earner, or as someone searching

for work.

85

Freeing the internal market requires much

hard, detailed work because of the complexities 95

of national legislation. We shall resist

harmonization for its own sake, but we recognize

that simplifying laws has a role a play in reduc-

ing barriers to trade. Conservatives in the

European Parliament have played a leading role in 100

creating a climate of opinion where the urgency

of progress in this field is recognized, and in
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seeking to establish real priorities for action.

They have also supported the Government's

campaign to have the Community Trade Mark Office 105

sited in London.

Uncertainty about interest rates and exchange

rates can constitute another important obstacle

to simpler, more secure ways of financing invest—

ment in, or trade with,our partners' economies, 110

particularly for small businesses. We share with

our partners the objectives of more stable

exchange rates which requires above all a common

commitment to mastering inflation and the

implementation of the policies that demands. 115

The question of sterling participation in the

exchange rate mechanism of the EMS remains under

regular review. We should only take that step

when the conditions are right, both for us and

for our partners; We support the'inbreasing 120

commercial use of the ECU in Community rade and
---

finance. We have already removed all serious

obstast'Tes to its use in this country,and will

urge our partners to do the same.

Jobs 


Securing recovery and Making a reality of the 125

internal market can make a massive contribution

to the relief of unemployment. They are the
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foundation of a policy for jobs; but alone they

are not enough. In the EC as in the UK,

Conservatives will support policies which 130

favour competitiveness and expand the flexibility

of our economic and social system.

Experience shows that it is small

businesses which can generate the bulk of new

job opportunities. [Section on policy for 135

small businesses]

We have strongly sunported the Community's

efforts to promote health and safety at work.

Recent progress on common standards will

provide better protection for employees while 140

ensuring no unfair distortion of competition with-

in the EC.

The Community's role should, however, be

questioned when it seeks to impose detailed and

binding rules in areas which are primarily-the 145

proper concern of employers and employees; which

pay little regard to the differences between

member states' practices; or which are likely to

achieve the reverse of their declared purpose.

We do not support the Commission's recent 150

initiatives on part-time and temporary working,

and the shorter working week, nor do we favour

comprehensive schemes for early retirement.
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These schemes would both damage competitiveness,

undermine jobs and intrude into matters which 155

should be dealt with at industry, plant or firm

level within each member country.

Good employers need no urging to consult

their employees and inform them properly. We

shall continue to press that the practices of 160

the best firms become the norm. But the emphasis

must be on voluntary national arrangements. We

shall therefore resist attempts to impose rigid

systems on industrial relations and the management

in Britain, such as the Commission's proposed 165

"Vredeling and Fifth Directives". These would

increase costs, disturb existing good practices,

damage job prospects and inve.A.ment both at home

and from outside firms, and contribute nothing

to a more effective common market. [We are, 170

rather,considering the more prudent dbproach of

establishing a Code of Good Practice with

statutory backing in order to create the

flexible pressure for change which is really needed.

Transport 


We shall continue to attach a high priority
_

to liberalizing transnort by continuing pressure

175

\
for action for the benefit of produeers  and

consumers alike, such as:
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reform of the restrictive road haulage

quotas;

[section on lorry weights to be added] 180

eliminating protection in world shipping,

and unfair and deliberately disruptive

competition from eastern bloc countries;

cutting out the restrictions, inefficiency

and relative high prices in passenger air 185

transport between member countries

Re ional and Social Funds, Euro ean Invcf3tment Bank

Consistent with our commitment to increase the

share of non-agricultural spending in the Conmnualty's

budget, we shall continue to support the Community's 190

Regional and Social Funds. Assistance can be more

effectively targetted by these Funds than through

the CAP. The UK has enjoyed substantial and

growing assistance from them, in excess of £1 billion

from each since their foundation. This has both eased195

our public spending burden and supported numerous

projects of value to particular regions, communities,

firms and industries and groups such as the young

and handicapped. We shall continue to ensure -their

resources are used effect.ively and where they are 200

most needed. The review of the  Fundspriority

areas",which will follow the accession of Spain and
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Portugal, must not deprive our problem regions

or most deserving groups of their fair share

of Community support. 205

[EIB, NCI]

Industry and Energ7

Conservatives recognize that in some areas

carefully targetted assistance at the national

or the Community level has a role to play.

This is true both in older declining industries 210

and in the new technologies. Within the frame-

work of a realistic and properly controlled

Community Budget, Conservatives will

give continued support to the Community's

efforts to rationalize the steel industry; 215

[shipbuilding/textiles?]

press our partners to examine cri-tically

the obstacles to joint European,ventures

and investment, and encourage industrial

coopeation, especially in the new technol- 220

ogies.

promote common efforts on researcin and

innovation where ihe costs are too great for

individual countries or companies;
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encourage training programmes fc)r the 225

new technology industries, posstbly

under the Social Fund;

seek to ensure that national aids are

transparent and fair;

[Airbus, space, telecoms] 230

On energy, the Community needs to ideritify and act

on concrete priorities. These should include

measures to

continue to reduce dependence ori

imports, encourage realistic enc-ergy 235

prices and conservation, and dewelop

energy resources within the

Community;

assure sensible contingency mea.sures

for managing the oil market in

another oil crisis;

encourage a viable solid fuels policy

[nuclear - ?refer to recent sucessful

agreement on joint fast-breeder co-

operative research]

[any scope for EDG ideas on Euro-grids

in electricity and gas, or less

dependent on eastern bloc imporms?].

240

245
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Environment and Conservation

Policies for improving the environment and

reducing pollution often impose major costs on

firms as well as increasing the quality of life.

Striking the right balance is as important and

as difficult within a Community as it is within

a single country. Much pollution crosses

frontiers, in water or by air. And differences

in national policies and standards can create

non-tariff barriers by distorting competition.

So policies for the environment are a proper

concern for the Community if they are to be

effective and if European industry is to compete

on a fair and equal basis.

The UK has long been a pioneer in fighting

pollution. Our present priorities for action

within the Community are:

the elimination of lead in petrol [by

1990 in the UK]

Community action to control cross-frontier

movements of hazardous wastes;

finding answers to tlie problem of acid

rain;
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* proper assessment of the environmental

effects of major industrial develop-

ment projects before approval;

* Community assistance in cleaning up

the Mersey and other polluted rivers.

Equally we are detelmined to build on our success

in persuading our partners to follow the

philosophy of "environmental quality objectives",

which has long been established here at the proper

basis for regulating industry. This principle

strikes a fair balance between the needs of industry

and the protection of the environment. Its

implementation should lead to progressive

elimination of pollutants and substances in cities

throughout the Community.

[Endangered Species, Wildlife, Countryside?]

[Consumers?]
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IV TRUE TO BRITAIN TRUE TO EUROPE

[This chapter will deal with Budget Burdens

Financial Control

Agriculture

Fisheries.

All sections except Fisheries depend heavily

on the outcome of Brussels. Drafting has been

done but it would serve little purpose at

this stage to discuss it. The Fisheries section

is attached.]
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Fisheries 


The Conservative Government has succeeded in neg_---cyz Latin= a

Common Fisheries Policy, , concluded in January 19E3 , which

w'ththe 2,-.7.--at est ad-c-..ant ages fm

cur waters in the industry ' s history. . This pol i.eav -oroves

the stability the industry needs f or long-term inv-estmem-t.

and , with effective conservation measures, should secure

expanding rather than declining stocks of -fish-

Our achievements contrast with the abject fa.d:lure  of

the last Labour Government to make any progress- 5Ln defend_ing

the interests of British fishermen or in negotia.-ting

satisfactory policy . The lost onportunities un Labo=  md

our nezotiating task more diff icult and prolonged than i t

need otherwise have been .

We will continue to ensure that our fisherrack get a._ :fail=

share of the resources available to the Communfty, and that

the policy is enforced even-handedly and managed e1icient1y.

We will continue helping our industry adapt to---,bre new

circumstances that face it with the loss of dee--a --w-ater fishf_ng

opportunities.

_ - _
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CHAP= V

IHE EUPCDPEAN PARLIAMENT AND C OMMUN I TY DEC S ION-MAKING

Since-1979, the directly-elected European Parliarrent 	

established for itself a position of real influence at  the centre

of the Community's decision-making. It has used this  position  to

scrutinise and, where neCessary, to amend proposals for new  legislation

from the Commission; to control expenditure; to check  bureaucracy;

and to act as the forum within which the proiblems facing the

Community can be debated and solutions worked out.

It is now unthinkable that any major decision can be takkm

affecting hhe Community's futnre without the citizens of Elirope

being involved through their representatives in the European Parliiirrent.

Conservatives have,taken full advantage of the Parliament's

enhanced authority. They have used the Parliament not only  to

criticize CommiSsion action and bring into line  with Conservative

thinking, but to draw attention to the major reforms the  Coniminity

needs if it is to survive and to press for the epic:Damao-and social

policies essential to longer-term prosperity.  Ccnservative  Plembers

have also developed, through questions and reports, the  Parliament's

right to investigate the activities of the other Community

institutions .

In their constituencies, the Conservative Members have acted

as the vitAl link between Community action, in whatever fiF.11-1,

and its impact upon the citizens of this country.

5

1 0

1 5

20
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They have been involved in a wide range of cases in order

to safeguard the rights of individuals and firms threatened by

bureaucracy or administrative action, and, in conjunct-ism with

Conservative MPs at Westminster, have lobbied in Brussels and in 25

Strasbourg on behalf of many local and national interest- grolips.

All this has been achieved without any increase in tIrle

Parliament's formal powers. We believe that althought;le

Parliament's powers must keep pace with the growing authcriby and

influence of the Community's institutions within Europe and of 30

the Community in world affairs, there is no case - becamme thena

is no need - for the Parliament's powers to be increaseELat the

expense of other Institutions.

The main task before the Parliament aver the next fit7eyears

is to consolidate its influence and to use it to the b...,aefit of 35

the citizens of the Community. This can only be done if a direct__
_

link is maintained between the Mmbers and their constituents,

and this is Why in the discussions on a uniformelectoiea

procedure Conservatives will continue to attadh great Importance

to the retention of single-Member constituencies ingreat Brita±n. 40

The newly-elected Parliarrent musts. also give high prin-rity to

developinga more consistent and responsiblestance an tthekey

issues, notably those relating to the Cammunity budget.
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Over the years, the Parliament's say in how Community funes are

spent-has increased, but it has little direct responsibility

for hf the money is raised. This has placed the Parliament at

the mercy of those with a vested interest in the naintenance

of the present emphasis on agriculfilral expenditure, especially

price support.

So far, the Parliament has shown itself unwilling to  make

cuts in same areas of Community expenditure so that other areas .

might benefit, within thelimits  of available resources.  Ihatil

it shows itself capable of making political choices of this kind,

the Parliament's overall stance on the Community-budget will

ladk the degree of responsibility essential to real authority. 55

Conservatives will continue to support the European Parliament's

involvement in human rights questions. Whatever its  formal powers

under the Treaty, outSide the Community the Parliamentris
•

regarded as  'the voice of Europe on a whole range of political -

issues. This involves a responsibility which the  Parliament 60

cannot easily shirk and which Conservative Members have  sought to

discharge in an orderly, coherent, and pragmatic fashion, in  the

belief that the European Parliament has a contribution tomake

to the  maintenance  and expression of  the  democratic ideals  upon

which the Community itself is founded. -
65

45

50
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These three criteria - effectiveness, consistency, responsibility

allied to a concern to keep the Parliament closelvia touch with

the electorate are fundamental to the Conservative approach

to.the Parliament. This approach has helped us to work verY

closely on specific iSsues with -1.1bers.from many other like-minded

parties across the Community. The success of this oo-operation_can

be seen in the way these parties have held the initiative on

all important issues since 1979, from the Falklands crisis and

cruise missiles to unemployment.

The next few yeArs are likely to be critical ones for the

European Parliament. It-must dispel not only themisgivings about

the effectiveness of international co-operation, but also the

doUbts about whether the workings of the Ccumuhity can bemade

more democratic. With a strong and determined Conservative

representation there is every prospect that it can.do both.

_

70

75

80
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REFORM OF THE COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS

The prbblems facing the Community cannot be resolved by

institutional means. However, the search for sOlutions is

made more difficult by the fact that in the Communitv decisions

can be taken without adequate scrutiny or consultation, or

blocked as a result of the failure to reconcile diffezent 5

interests.

The basic need is for institutions and procedures which

provide not only effective democratic control over Cormmmity

decisions, legislative or otherwise, but also the prppar

balance between Community and national interests. 10

Conservatives have consistently argued in favour of the

need to safeguard national interests and for greater-

efficiency in the collaboration between the aifferenit

institutionS, including national governalantsand.matImai- -

parliaments. At the same tine, we have been willing -to support 1 5

concerted action at Community level whenever it can he shown

that this is more likely to yield results - or represents

bettPr value for mcney - than Member States acting ir491111P1ly.

_Conservatives have insisted that Yember States 1-1e-sroci_be

able to protect their vitP1 national interests in thEa 20

Council of Ministers by invoking the right of.weto;-,

we recognize.that if the Council is to be an effective decision-

making body, this right should be used only as a 1Pst: resort.
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It is not in our interest that other Member States Shcd

ableYwithout proper justification,ELO3veto agreemenit on 25

measures which would benefit the United Kingdom.

Conservatives will continue to press for practiaal reforms

in the workings of the Community institutions. In parthicular,

they will play a constructive and realistic part, over:the

next five years, in implementing the undertaking giveni by 30

Member States' Governments in Stuttgart in-June 1983 tip

'deepen and broaden' the scope of their European actimities.

However, we will remain critical of any attempt to fonvae the

pace of institutional reform, especially in ways utli&L might

jeopardise the defence of genuinely vital national intamoasts Qr 35_

which would not command the necessary degree of common.

agreement and public support.
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DRAFT I/REV II

CONCLUSION

Conservatives have a practical view of

the future of the European Community. We

understand and share the ideals which under-

pin it - securing peace, stability and

democracy in Europe, recognizing our common

European destiny, and pooling our resources

to secure the prosperity of our citizens.

We have made, and will continue to make,a

positive and constructive contribution to

turn those ideals into reality. This requires

practical proposals and a resolute annroach

to negotiations rather than empty rhetoric.

Conservatives have been in the vanguard

of those seeking modernization - and change

in the Community. In Europe as ia,_9.7:!tain we

are the party looking to the future. Our

policies in Britain and our policies in the

European Community are complementary and

mutually reinforcing. St]lict control of

finance and elimination of waste; growth
_

and employment created through enterprise and
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iniative; a commitment to the Western Alliance

and to working with our friends abroad to

safeguard our interests. These are our policies

in Europe as in the United Kingdom.

We have restored the standing of Britain in

the world. Our resolution in defence of

democratic principles and of British interests

is unquestioned. Our willingness to take the

difficult decisions in order to restore the

long- term economic health of Britain has won

widespread respect. Where we led, others are

now following. Together with the Federal

Republic we are leading Europe out of recession.

This is not the time to call for Bennite

policies across Europe, as Labour propose, and to

put our recovery at risk. Or to plunge into a

federal Europe as the Liberals propose. . A

protectionist Europe is no more likely to

secure our interests than a protectionist

Britain. A non-aligned Europe is no more
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likely to safeguard our liberties than

unilateral disarmament in Britain.

Withdrawal from the Community, whether

plainly advocated or disguised, as a

call for a new Messina, is still damaging

to the pursuit of British interests in

Europe.

A strong Conservative Government,

supported by a strong Conservative team

in the European Parliament, is the best

protection of British interests in the

Community. The electorate knows our

policies and understands our consistent

approach. We do not change our policies

every time there is an election. That is

why people trust,us. And it is why we

are confident of support on June 14.
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